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A bit of harmless blue sky thinking



Rethinking Work



Stop Setting People up to Fail



Designing for Humans
Humans — developers, ops teams, and users —
are all part of your system

Design systems that let them be good and don’t 
expect them to do things they can’t

Stop doing bloody phishing training and fix 
authentication



Resilience Engineering



Resilience Engineering
Failure is a constant; you will get owned

Adaptive capacity is a tool for looking at what 
happens next — your human team is your only 
hope

Design the joint cognitive systems problem and 
your organizational structure, not just software



Conway’s Law & Your Org Chart



Conway’s Law & Your Org Chart
Your systems will look like your teams — segment 
them where you want system segmentation

If you want everyone to take responsibility for 
security, incentivize and enable it

Translate org risk tolerance into schedule pressure
Isolate work that needs schedule protection



Security Design



Security Design
Your product design team controls the security outcomes and 
tactics accessible to users and many attacker affordances

Design (and requirements) drive how hard your operational 
problem is

We don’t yet understand design as a security discipline

Define a closed loop for from requirements to ops and back

Build human, not technical, metrics for negative outcomes



Design Your Compromise



Design Your Compromise
When you structure a system, you structure the 
compromises you’ll get

Build systems that have clear indicators of 
compromise and then watch them



Attacker RoI Value Engineering



Attacker RoI Value Engineering
Your attackers have a value loop and operate by 
the same return on investment math that you do

Product and service design can let you change 
their value proposition

Technical system design can let you steer 
attackers technically via their return on investment



Rethinking Computation



The Celestial Emporium 
of Malicious Knowledge

There are four kinds of security 
issues:

• Those that should not exist

• DDoS

• Those that are math problems

• Those involving people



Langsec
We are awful at writing code
Our abstractions are so leaky we’re drowning

• Parser generators
• State machine generators
• Business rules engines
• Managed memory

If it’s security critical, it must be formally specified and 
enforced by a framework



Capacity is Dangerous



Capacity is Dangerous
Excess capacity is an asset to adversaries

You only need to be able to scale for the work you need done

Yes, you may need to autoscale with legitimate demand curves

You know what attack traffic looks like — why doesn’t your 
autoscaler?

For high-risk data stores, enforce maximum transaction rates in 
hardware



Immutable and Ephemeral



Immutable and Ephemeral
You don’t need a server, you just need a function to run

Persisting computational state (vs. data) beyond a single 
transaction should only be a performance optimization

A running computer is a data structure
If that data structure is editable, it’s a state store
If you replace it on edit, it’s code
More state stores, more problems



Rethinking Infrastructure



Segmentation in Hardware



Segmentation in Hardware
We run inherently multi-tenant software on an 
architecture designed for single-user offline desktops

As we’ve seen with CPU side-channels and 
Rowhammer, we can no longer ignore hardware 
primitive failures

We’re not going to forklift upgrade the world, but we 
need a better answer, even for on-prem hardware



Attestation and Authentication



Attestation and Authentication
Time to be honest about your software trust chain

Nobody gets to run code until we know who they are
No human authenticates until a computer does it first

TPM ToTP remote attestation in the 802.1x protocol on boot

Single firmware images, firmware verification on 
boot/network attach

U2F/Fido/WebAuthN for all human authentication



What a Computer is in 2019



What a Computer is in 2019
The multi-datacenter distributed system is the basic unit of deployment

We’re doing the equivalent of hand-soldering RAM from a mixed bag of chips 
we bought over the counter

CI, hardware allocation APIs, data buckets, service mesh, data bus, relational 
store, key management, stats and log centralization, key value store, caches, 
denormalized query, etc.… 

Vendors are not our friends here
• Commodity hardware clouds without custom services
• Open source implementations on open protocols, not “boxes”
• Ecosystems co-designed to work as a single unit
• Full interop between cloud and on-prem



Everything is Code



Everything is Code
Not infrastructure vs. computers vs. applications
Rather infrastructure management code vs. execution environment 
code vs. business process code

You cannot “manage” systems at multi-DC scale, so eliminate 
redundant management planes

Configuration drift drives compromise
Multiple management planes makes system introspection harder
Observability and segmentation as first-class properties
Dynamic reconfiguration is faster with coordinated control
Instead of devops, build ops capability into dev tools



Flattening the Stack



Flattening the Stack
For historical reasons, we have many redundant layers
Every layer creates abstraction mismatches and vulnerability
Every vendor barrier induces complexity on both sides

We don’t have language support for writing and deploying 
infrastructure and applications at the same time
We need to rebuild unified infrastructure from this perspective



Thank you!
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